Penn Bows, 74-69, To Cantabs; Tigers Top Dartmouth, 53-46

process servers invade campus to seek student traffic violators, succeed in arresting two men

Donner Center receives gift of $150,000

Process servers invade campus to seek student traffic violators, succeed in arresting two men.

University officials were not notified by magistrate before Friday's raid.

Stassen to talk wed. on public affairs

Harold Stassen, former president of the university, will speak on "Students and Public Affairs in American Democracy." The talk will be held in the Wilson chapel at 7:30 p.m. to conclude the bi-weekly "Public Affairs" series.

Donner Center receives gift of $150,000

The Donner Center Foundation presented the university with a $150,000 endowment fund to be used by the William M. Donner Foundation of New York City. The fund will be used to finance the Donner Center fund, which is designed to provide scholarships for students.
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What's it like to be with IBM?

"I became interested in computers and translators at college," Robert Pike recalls. "In fact, my senior project was building a small computer. So, when I graduated from the University of Maine in June, 1955, naturally turned to the computer field. IBM recognized me as a leader in this expanding electronic area, located a good place for me."

Bob Pike began his IBM career as a Technical Engineer, starting with a training program that lasted several months. Then, asked to select the work area of his choice, he became a Senior-Contrac Developer and Research Group in Research. "My first assignment," he says, "was to plot various electrical and physical device parameters for a large number of transistors in the form of graphical histograms in order to obtain correlation coefficients of the device characteristics."
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Freshman Track Team Defeats Hillers, 53-32
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Heeling Smoker
For All Freshmen

Crowds gather on Spruce Street in front of the dome after the Shamrock game of 1956. Penn had just broken a 15-game losing streak.
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